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Marxist studies of medical care emphasize political power 
and economic dominance in capitalist society. Although 
historically the Marxist paradigm went into eclipse during the 
early twentieth century, the field has developed rapidly 
during recent years. The health system mirrors the society's 
class structure through control over health institutions, 
stratification of health workers, and limited occupational 
mobility into health professions. Monopoly capital is manifest 
in the growth of medical centers, financial penetration by 
large corporations, and the " medical-industrial complex.'' 
Health policy recommendations reflect different interest 
groups' political and economic goals. The state's Intervention 
in health care generally protects the capitalist economic 
system and the private sector. Medical ideology helps 
maintain class structure and patterns of domination. 
Comparative international research analyzes the effects of 
imperialism, changes under socialism, and contradictions of 
health reform in capitalist societies. Historical materialist 
epidemiology focuses on economic cycles, socia l stress, 
illness-generating conditions of work, and sexism. Health 
praxis, the disciplined uniting of study and action, involves 
advocacy of "nonreformist reforms" and concrete types of 
polit ical struggle. 

T HIS REVIEW surveys the rapidly growing Marxist litera
ture in medical care. The Marxist viewpoint questions 
whether major improvements in the health system can 
occur without fundamentaJ changes in the broad social 
ord er. One thrust of the field-an assumption also ac
cepted by many non-Marxists-is that the problems of 
the health system refiect the problems of our larger socie
ty and cannot be separated from those problems. 

Marxist analyses of health care have burgeoned in the 
United States during the past decade. However, it is not a 
new field. Its early history and the reasons for its slow 
growth until recently deserve a ttent ion. 

Historical Development of the Field 

The first major Marxist study of health care was En
gels' The Condition of the Working Class in Engllllld (1), 
originally published in 1845, th ree years before Engels 
coauthored with Marx The Communist Manifesto (2). 
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This book described the dangerous working and housing 
conditions that created ill health. In particuJar, Engels 
traced such diseases as tuberculosis, typhoid, and typhus 
to malnutrition, inadequate housing, contaminated water 
supplies, and overcrowding. Engels' analysis of health 
care was part of a broade( study of working-class condi
tions under capitalist industrialization. But his treatment 
of health problems was to have a profound effect on the 
emergence of social medicine in Western Europe, particu
larly the work of Rudolf Virchow. 

Virchow's pioneering studies in inrectious disease, epi
demiology, and "social medicine" (a term Virchow popu
larized in Western Europe) appeared with great rapidity 
after the publication of Engels' book on the Engl ish 
working class. Virchow himself acknowledged Engels' in
fluence on his thought (3). In 1847, at the request of the 
Prussian government, Virchow investigated a severe ty
phus epidemic in a rural area of the country. Based on 
this study, Virchow recommended a series of profound 
economic, political, and social changes that included in
creased employment, better wages, local autonomy in 
government, agricuJtural cooperatives, and a more pro
gressive taxation structure. Virchow advocated no strict
ly medical solutions, such as more clinics or hospi tals. 
Instead, he saw the origins of iU health in societal prob
lems . The most reasonable approach to the problem of 
epidemics, then, was to change the conditions that per
mitted them to occur (4, 5). 

During this period Virchow was committed to combin
ing his medical work with political activities. In 1848 he 
joined the first major working-class revolt in Berlin. D ur
ing the same year he strongly supported the short-Hved 
revolutionary efforts of the Paris Commune (6-8). In his 
scientific investigations and in his political practice, Vir
chow expressed two overriding themes. First, the origin 
of disease is moltifactorial. Among the most important 
factors in causation are the material conditions or peo
ple's everyday lives. Second, an effective health-care sys
tem cannot limit itself to treating the pathophysiologic 
disturbances of individual patients. Instead, to be suc
cessful, improvements in the health-care system must co
incide with fundamental econom ic, political, and social 
changes. The latter changes often impinge on the privi
leges of wealth and power enjoyed by the dominant 
classes of society and, thus, encounter resistance. T here
fore, in Virchow's view, the responsibilities of the medical 
scientist frequently extend to direct political action. 
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After the revolutionary struggles of the late 1840s suf
fered defeat, Western European governments heightened 
their conservative and often repressive social policies. 
Marxist analysis of health care entered a long period of 
eclipse. With the onset of political reaction, Virchow and 
bis colleagues turned to relatively uncontroversial re
search in laboratories and to private practice. 

During the late nineteenth century, with the work of 
Ehrlich, Koch, Pasteur, and other prominent bacteriolo
gists, germ theory gained ascendancy and created a pro
found change in medicine's diagnostic and therapeutic 
assumptions. A unifactorial model of disease emerged. 
Medical scientists searched for organisms that cause in
fections and single lesions in noninfectious disorders. The 
discoveries of this period undeniably improved medical 
practice. Still, as numerous investigators have shown, the 
historical importance of these discoveries bas been over
rated. For example, the major declines in mortality and 
morbidity from most infectious diseases preceded rather 
than followed the isolation of specific etiologic agents and 
the use of antimicrobial therapy. In Western Europe and 
the United States, improved outcomes in infections oc
curred after the introduction of better sanitation, regular 
sources of nutrition, and other broad environmental 
changes. In most cases, improvements in disease patterns 
antedated the advances of modem bacteriology (9-17). 

Why did the unifactorial perspective of germ theory 
achieve such prominence? And why have the investiga
tional techniques that assume specific etiology and thera
py retained a nearly mythic character in medical science 
and practice to the present day? A serious historical re
examination of early twentieth-century medical science, 
which attempts to answer these questions, has begun only 
in the past few years. Some preliminary explanations 
have emerged; they focus on events that led to and fol
lowed publication of the Flexner Report (l 8). 

The Flex.ner Report has been held in high esteem as 
the document that helped change modem medicine from 
quackery to responsible practice. One underlying as
sumption of the report was that laboratory-based scientif
ic medicine, oriented especially to the concepts and meth
ods of European bacteriology, produced a higher quality 
and more effective medical practice. Although the com
parative effectiveness of various medical traditions (in
cluding homeopathy, traditional folk healing, chiroprac
tic, aod so forth) had never been subjected to systematic 
test, the repo.rt argued that medical schools not oriented 
to scientific medicine fostered mistreatment of the public. 
The report called for the closure or restructuring of 
schools that were not equipped to teach laboratory-based 
medicine. The report's repercussions were swift and dra
matic. Scientific, laboratory-based medicine became the 
norm for medical education, practice, research, and anal
ysis. 

Recent historical s tudies cast doubt on assumptions in 
rhe Flexner Report that have comprised the widely ac
cepted dogma of the past half century. They also docu
ment the uncritical support that the report 's recommen
dations received from parts of the medical profession and 
the large private philanthropies ( 19-27). At least partly 

because of these events, the Marxist orientation in medi
cal care remained in eclipse. 

Although some of Virchow's works gained recognition 
as classics, the muJtifactorial and politically oriented 
model that guided his efforts has remained largely buried. 
Without doubt, Marxist perspectives bad important im
pacts on health care outside Western Europe and the 
Unjted States. For example, Lenin applied these perspec
tives to the early construction of the Soviet health system 
(28). Salvador Allende's treatise on the political economy 
of health care, written while Allende was working as a 
public health physician, exerted a major influence on 
health programs in Latin America (29). The Canadian 
surgeon, Norman Bethune, contributed analyses of tuber
culosis and other diseases, as well as direct political in
volvement, that affected the course of postrevolutionary 
Chinese medicine (30-32). Che Guevera's analysis of the 
relations among politics, economics, and health care-
emerging partially from his experience as a physician
helped shape the Cuban medical system (33, 34). 

Perhaps reflecting the political ferment of the late 
1960s and widespread dissatisfaction with various aspects 
of modern health systems (35), serious Marxist scholar
ship of health care has grown rapidly. Recent work began 
in Western Europe (36, 37) and spread to the United 
States with the publication of Kelman's path-breaking 
article in 1971 (38). The following sections of this review 
focus on current areas of research and analysis. 

Class Structure 

Marx's definitions of social class emphasized the social 
relations of economic production. He noted that one 
group of people, the capitalist class or bourgeoisie, own 
or control (or both) the means of production: the ma
chines, factories, land, and raw materials necessary to 
make products for the market. The working class or pro
letariat, who do not own or control the means of produc
tion, must sell their labor for a wage. But the value of the 
product that workers produce is always greater than their 
wage (39). Workers must give up their product to the 
capitalist; by losing control of their own productive proc
ess, workers become subjectively " alienated" from their 
labor (40). " Surplus value," the difference between the 
wage paid to workers and the value of the product they 
create, is the objective basis of the capitalist's profit. Sur
plus value aJso is the structural source of "exploitation"; 
it motivates the capitalist to keep wages low, to change 
the work process (by automation and new technologies, 
close supervision, lengthened work day or overtime, 
speed-ups, and dangerous working conditions), and to re
sist workers' organized attempts to gain higher wages or 
more control in the workplace (41). 

Although they acknowledge the historical changes that 
have occurred since Marx's time (42-51), recent Marxist 
studies have reaffirmed the presence of highly stratified 
class structures in advanced capitalist societies and Third 
World nations (52-54). Another topic of great interest is 
the persistence or reappearance of class structure, usually 
based on expertise and professionalism, in countries 
where socialist revolutions have taken place (55, 56); a 
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Table 1. Social Class Composition of U.S. Labor Force and Boards 
of U.S. Health Institutions 

U.S. labor force 
Board members 

Foundations 
Private medical 

teaching institutions 
State medical 

teaching institutions 
Voluntary hospitals 

Class* 

Corporate Upper Lower Working 
middle middle 

------- % 
20 30 49 

70 30 

45 55 

20 70 JO 
5 80 JO 5 

• Su text for definitions; source. NAVARRO V: Social policy issues: an 
explanation of the composition, nature, and functions or the present 
health sector of the United States. Bull NY A cad Med SI: 199-234, t97S 
(Reference 60). 

Later section of this review focuses on that problem. 
These theoretic and empirical analyses show that rela
tions or economic production remain a primary basis of 
class structure and a reasonable focus of strategies for 
change (57-59). 

Miliband's (59) definitions of social class have provid
ed a framework for Marxist research on class structure in 
the health system. This research has shown that the 
health system mirrors the class structure of the broader 
society (60-63). 

The "corporate class" includes the major owners and 
controllers of wealth. They comprise I% of the popula
tion and own 80% of all corporate stocks and state and 
local government bonds; their median annual income 
( 1975 estimates) is $114 000 to $142 000. The "working 
c lass," at the opposite end of the scale, makes up 49% of 
the population. It is composed of manual Laborers, serv
ice workers, and farm workers, who generally earn $8500 
per year or less. Between these polar classes are the "up
per middle class" (professionals like doctors, lawyers, 
and so forth, comprising 14% of the population and 
earning about $25 600; and middle-level business execu
tives, 6% of the population and earning about $22 700); 
and the "lower middle class'' (shopkeepers, self-em
ployed people, craftsmen, artisans, comprising 7% of the 
population, earning about $12 100; and clerical and sales 
workers. 23% of the population, earning about $9200 per 
year). Although these definitions provide summary de
scriptions of a very complex social reality, they are useful 
in analyzing manifestations of class structure in the 
health system. 

CONTROL OVER H EAL TH INSTITUTIONS 

Navarro (60-62) has documented the pervasive control 
that members of the corporate and upper middle classes 
exert within the policy-making bodies of American 
health institutions (Table 1). These classes predominate 
on the governing boards of private foundations in the 
health system, private and state medical teaching institu
tions, and local voluntary hospitals. Only on the boards 
of state teaching institutions and voluntary hospitals do 
members of the lower middle c lass or working class gain 
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any appreciable representation; even there, the participa
tion from these classes falls far below their proportion in 
the general population . Local research has documented 
corporate control of health institutions in many parts of 
the United States (references are available on request). 
Navarro has argued, based partly on these observacions, 
that control over health institutions reflects the same pat
terns of class dominance that have arisen in other areas of 
American economic and political life. 

STRATIFICATION WITHIN HEALTH INSTn\JTIONS 

As members of the upper middle class, physicians oc
cupy the highest stratum among workers in heaJth insti
tutions. Composing 7% of the health labor force, physi
cians receive a median net income (approximately 
$53 900 in 1975) that places them in the upper 5% of the 
income distribution of the United States. Under physi
cians and professional administrators are members of the 
lower middle class: nurses, physical and occupational 
therapists, and technicians. They make up 29% of the 
health labor force, are mostly women, and earn about 
$8500. At the bottom or institutional hierarchies are cler
ical workers, aides, orderlies, and kitchen and janitorial 
personnel, who are the working class of the health sys
tem. They have an income or about $5700 per year, rep
resent 54% of the health labor force, and are 84% female 
and 30% black (60, 63). 

Recent studies have analyzed the forces of profession
alism, elitism, and specialization that divide health work
ers from each other and prevent them from realizing 
common interests. These patterns affect physicians (64), 
nurses (65, 66), and technical and service workers who 
comprise the fastest growing segment of the health labor 
force (67-72). Bureaucratization, unionization, state in
tervention, and the potential "proletarianization·• of pro· 
fessional health workers may alter future patterns or 
stratification (73). 

OCCUPATIONAL MOBILJTY 

Class mobility into professional positions is quite limit
ed. Investigations or physicians' class backgrounds in 
both Britain and the United States have shown a consis
tently small representation of the lower middle and work
ing classes among medical students and practicing doc
tors (23, 24, 74, 75). In the United States, historical docu
mentation is available to trace changes in class mobility 
during the twentieth century. As Ziem (23, 24) bas 
found, despite some recent improvements for other disad· 
vantaged groups like blacks and women, recruitment of 
working class medical students has been very limited 
since shortly after publication of the Flexner Report. In 
1920, 12% of medical students came from working class 
families, and this percentage has stayed almost exactly 
the same until the present time. 

Emergence of Monopoly Capital in the Health Sector 

During the past century, economic capital bas become 
more concentrated in a smaller number of companies, the 
monopolies. Monopoly capital has emerged in essentially 
all advanced capitalist nations, where the process of mo-



nopolization bas reinforced private corporate profit (70, 
76-78). (In a much different form monopolization also 
occurs within socialist countries, where the state owns 
major capital assets and strongly limits private profitabili
ty.) Monopoly capital has become a prominent feature of 
most capitalist health systems and is manifest in several 
ways. 

MEDICA L CENTERS 

Since about 1910, a continuing growth of medical cen
ters has occurred, usually in affiliation with universities. 
Capital is highly concentrated in these medical centers, 
which are heavily oriented to advanced technology. Prac
titioners have received training where technology is avail
able and specialization is highly valued. Partly as a result, 
health workers are often reluctant to practice in areas 
without easy access to medical centers. The nearly unre
stricted growth of medical centers, coupled with their key 
role in medical education and the "technologic impera
tive" they encourage, has contributed to the maldistribu
tion of health workers and facilities throughout the Unit
ed States and within regions (38, 64). 

FINANCE CAPITAL 

Monopoly capital also has been apparent in the posi
tion of banks, trusts, and insurance companies, the Larg
est profit-making corporations under capitalism. For ex
ample, in 1973, the How of health-insurance dollars 
through private insurance companies was $29 billion, 
about half of the total insurance sold. Among commer
cial insurance companies, capital is highly concentrated; 
about 60% of the health-insurance industry is controlled 
by the I 0 largest insurers. Metropolitan Life and Pruden
tial each control more than $30 billion in assets, more 
than G eneral Motors, Standard Oil of New Jersey, or 
In ternational Telephone and Telegraph (60). 

Finance capital figures prominently in current health 
reform proposals. Most plans for national health insur
ance would permit a continuing role for the ins urance 
industry (79, 80). Moreover, corporate investment in 
health maintenance organizations is increasing, under the 
assumption that national health insurance, when enacted, 
will assure the profitabiJity of these ventures (81). 

THE " M E.DlCAL-tNDUSTRlAL COMPLEX" 

The " miHtary-industrial complex" has provided a 
model of industrial penetration in the health system, pop
ularized by the term, "medical-industrial complex." In
vestigations by the Health PoHcy Advisory Center (82, 
83) and others have emphasized that the exploitation of 
illness for private profit is a primary feature of the health 
systems in advanced capitalist societies (64). Recent re
ports have criticized the pharmaceutical and medical 
equipment industries for advertising and marketing prac
tices (82-86), price and patent collusion (87), marketing 
of drugs in the Third World before their safety is tested 
(88, 89), and promotion of expensive diagnostic and ther
apeutic innovations without controlled trials showing 
their effectiveness (13, 90-93). 

In this context, •·cost-.effectiveness" analysis has yield-

ed useful appraisals of several medical practices and clini
cal decision making, based in part on analysis of cost 
relative to effectiveness (94-100). Although recognizing 
its contributions, Marxist researchers have criticized the 
cost-effectiveness approach for asking some questions at 
the wrong level of analysis. This approach usualJy does 
not help clarify the overall dynamics of the health system 
that encourage the adoption of costly and ineffective 
technologic innovations. The practices evaluated by cost
etfectiveness research generally emerge with the growth 
of monopoly capital in the health system. Costly innova
tions often are linked to the expansion of medical centers, 
the penetration of finance capital in the health system, 
and the promotion of new drugs and instrumentation by 
medical industries. Cost-effectiveness research and clini
cal decision analysis remain incomplete unless they con
sider broader political and economic trends that propel 
apparent irrationalities in the health system (90). 

Interest Group Politics 

Marx argued that class postt1on and economic re
sources usually determine political power. He noted that 
the dominant economic class is composed of various 
groups with sometimes different interests. Although these 
groups unite when they face basic threats from the work
ing class, their varying interests generate contradictions 
that can provide a focus for politi.cal strategy (101-105). 
In studies of health care, the analysis of interest group 
politics has focused mainly on the United States and 
Great Britain. (106-110). This approach demystifies the 
policy recommendations of many groups advocating 
health reforms. From this perspective, these groups' 
viewpoints and proposals refiect largely their own politi
cal and economic interests, rather than simple concern 
for improving the health system. 

Alford's (106, 107) research delineates three major in
terest groups vying for power and finances. The profes
sional monopolists include physicians1 specialists, and 
health research workers in medical schools, universities, 
or private practice. The main consequence of their activi
ty is a "continuous proliferation of programs and proj
ects" that "provide a symbolic screen of legitimacy while 
maintaining power relationships" in the health system. 
Corporate rationalizers are persons in top positions with
in health organizations: hospital administrators, medical 
school deans, and public health officials. The corporate 
rationalizers' overall effect, according to Alford, is to 
complicate and elaborate the bureaucratic st.ructures of 
the health system. A third interest group is the diverse 
community population actually needing and affected by 
health services. Generally, Alford observes, this interest 
group's efforts are likely to fail. A high probability of co
optation means that leaders may assume symbolic posi
tions on advisory boards or planning agencies, without 
real change in power structures. 

The analysis of interest group politics has proved help
ful in understanding local controversies such as attempts 
at community control of health institutions (111); con
flicts among the governing boards, administrators, and 
professional staffs of hospitals (112); failures in compre-
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hensi ve health planning and regulation ( 113-116); and 
the expansion of medical institutions into urban residen
tiaJ areas (117-120). A similar perspective has led to a 
clearer picture of national heaJth policy decisions, for ex
ample, those pertaining to cancer research (121, 122) and 
occupational health legislation (83, 123). 

These studies' implications for reform within the pres
ent system tend to be pessimistic. Because an "institu
tional and class structure c reates and sustains the power 
of the professionaJ monopolists and corporate rationaliz
ers," Alford writes, "change is not likely without the 
presence of a social and political movement which rejects 
the legitimacy of the economic and social base of pluralist 
politics" (106). 

The State and State Intervention 

Because the state encompasses the major institutions of 
political power, its strategic importance is obvious. The 
state acts generally to repress revolutionary social change 
or political action that threatens the present system in 
any fundamental way. After socialist revolutions, the 
state apparatus must persist for a long time, but with 
greatly modified functions. Before focusing on health 
care, a brief overview and definition of the state a re nec
essary. 

Marx and Engels emphasized government's crucial 
role in protecting the capitalist economic system and the 
interests of the capitalist class. The famous homily of The 
Communist Manifesto was " the state is the executive 
committee of the bourgeoisie" (2). Lenin ( 124) concluded 
that the capitalist class would intervene forcibly to block 
any electoral victory that seriously threatened the private 
enterprise system. More recent analysts have studied the 
structuraJ patterns that preserve the dominance of the 
capitalist class over state policies (53, 59); the mecha
nisms by which the state eases the recurrent economic 
crises of the capitalist system (125-127); and ideologic 
techniques by which the state reinforces popular acquies
cence (128, 129). 

In this context the following definition, though limited 
by the subject's complexity, is appropriate. The state 
comprises the interconnected public institutions that act 
to preserve the capitalist economic system and the inter
ests of the capitalist class. This definition includes the 
executive, legislative, and judicial branches of govern
ment; the military; and the criminal justice system-all of 
which hold varying degrees of coercive power. It also 
encompasses relatively noncoercive institutions within 
the educational, public welfare, and health-care systems. 
Through such noncoercive institutions, the state offers 
services or conveys ideologic messages that legitimate the 
capitalist system. Especially in periods of economic crisis, 
the state can use these same institutions to provide public 
subsidization of private enterprise. 

TH£ PRJVATE-PUBLIC CONTRADICTION 

Within the health system, the "public sector," as part 
of the state, operates through public expenditures and 
employs health workers in public institutions. The " pri
vate sector" is based in private practice and companies 
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that manufacture medical products or control finance 
capital. Nations vary greatly in the private-public duaUty. 
In the United States, a dominant private sector coexists 
with an increasingly large public sector. The public sector 
is even larger in Great Britain and Scandinavia. ln Cuba 
and China, the private sector essentially has been elimi
nated (64). 

A general theme of Marxist analysis is that the private 
sector drains public resources and health workers' time, 
on behalf of private profit and to the detriment of patients 
using the public sector. This framework has helped ex
plain some of the problems that have arisen in such coun
tries as Great Britain (75) and Chile (130, 131), where 
private sectors persisted after the enactment of national 
health services. In these coun tries, practitioners have 
faced financial incentives to increase the scope of private 
practice, which they o~en have conducted within public 
hospitals or clinics. In the United States, the expansion of 
public payment programs such as Medicare and Medic
aid has led to increased public subsidization of private 
practice and private hospitals, as well as abuses of these 
programs by individual practitioners (64). 

Similar problems have undermined other public health 
programs. These programs frequently have obtained fi
nances through regressive taxation, placing low-income 
taxpayers at a relative disadvantage (79). Likewise, the 
deficiencies of the Blue Cross a..nd Blue Shield insurance 
plans have derived largely from the failure of public regu
latory agencies to control payments to practitioners and 
hospitals in the private sector (132). When enacted, na
tional health insurance also would use public funds to 
reinforce and strengthen the private sector, by assuring 
payment for hospitals and individual. physicians and pos
sibly by permitting a continued role for commercial in
surance companies (64, 80). 

Throughout the United States the problems of the pri
vate-public contradi.ction are becoming more acute. In 
most large cities, public hospitals are facing cutbacks, 
closure, or conversion to private ownership and control. 
This trend heightens low-income patients' difficulties in 
finding adequate health care ( 133). It also reinforces pri
vate hospitals' tendency to "dump" low-income patients 
to public institutions (134). 

GENERAL FUNCTIONS OF THE STATE WITHIN THE 

HEALTH SYSTEM 

The state's fonctions in the health system have in
creased in scope and complexity. In the first place, 
through the health system, the state acts to legitimate the 
capitalist economic system based in private enterprise 
(135, 136). The history of public health and welfare pro
grams shows that state expenditures usually increase dur
ing periods of sociaJ protest and decrease as unrest be
comes less widespread (137, 138). Recently a Congres
sional committee summarized public opinion surveys that 
uncovered a profound level of dissatisfaction with gov
ernment and particularly with the role of business inter
ests in government poUcies: " . . . citizens who thought 
something was 'deeply wrong· with their country bad be
come a national majority .... And, for the first time in 



the ten years of opinion sampling by the Harris Survey, 
the growing trend of public opinion toward disenchant
ment with government swept more than half of all Amer
icans with it" (139). Under such circumstances, the 
state's predictable response is to expand health and other 
welfare programs. These incremental reforms, at least in 
part, reduce the legitimacy crisis of the capitalist system 
by restoring confidence that the system can meet the peo
ple's basic needs. The cycles of political attention devoted 
to national health insurance in the United States appear 
to parallel cycles of popular discontent (135). Recent cut
backs in public health services to low-income patients 
follow the decline of social protest by low-income groups 
since the 1960s. 

The second major function of the state in the health 
system is to protect and reinforce the private sector more 
directly. As previously noted, most plans for national 
health insurance would permit a prominent role and con
tinued profits for the private insurance industry, particu
larly in the administration of payments, record keeping, 
and data collection (64, 80, 140). Corporate participation 
in new health initiatives sponsored by the state--includ
ing health maintenance organizations, preventive screen
ing programs, computerized components of professional 
standards review organizations, algorithm and protocol 
development for paraprofessional training, and audiovi
sual aids for patient education programs-is providing 
major sources of expanded profit (81, 141). 

A third (and subtler) function of the state is the rein
forcement of dominant frameworks in scientific and clini
cal medicine that are consistent with the capitalist eco
nomic system and the suppression of alternative frame
works that might threaten the system. The United States 
government has provided generous funding for research 
on the pathophysiology and treatment of specific d.isease 
entities. As critics even within government have recog
nized, the disease-centered approach has reduced the lev
el of analysis to the individual organism and, often inap
propriately, has stimulated the search for unifactorial 
rather than multifactorial o rigin (142). More recently, 
analyses emphasizing the importance of individual "life
sty le" as a cause of disease (14, 143, 144) have received 
prominent a ttention from state agencies in the United 
States and Canada (145, 146). Clearly, individual differ
ences in personal habi ts do affect health in all societies. 
On the other hand, the lifestyle argument, perhaps even 
more than the earlier emphasis on specific cause, ob
scures important sources of illness and disability in the 
capitalist work process and industrial environment; it 
also puts the burden of the health squarely on the indi
vidual, ra ther than seeking collective solutions to health 
problems (147, 148). 

The issues that the state has downplayed in its research 
and development programs are worth noting. For exam
ple, based on available da ta, it is estimated that in West
ern industrialized societies envi.rorunental factors are in
volved in the etiology of approximately 80% of aJJ can
cers ( 149). In its session on "health and work in Ameri
ca," the American Public Health A ssociatio n io 1975 
produced an exhaustive documentation of common occu-

pational carcinogens (150). A task force for the Depart
ment of Health, Education, and Welfare on "Work in 
America," published by a nongovemment press in 1973, 
reported: "In an impressive 15-year study of aging, the 
strongest predictor of longevity was work satisfaction. 
The second best predictor was overall 'happiness' .... 
Other factors are undo ubtedly important--die4 exercise, 
medical care, and genetic inheritance. But research find
ings suggest that these factors may account for only 
about 25 percent of the risk factors in heart disease, the 
major cause of death ... " (151). Such findings are threat
ening to the current organization of capitalist production. 
They have received little attention or support from state 
agencies. A framework for clinical investigation that 
links disease directly to the structure of capitalism is like
ly to face indifference and active discouragement from 
the state. 

LIMITS AND MECHANISMS OF STATE lNTE RVENTION 

State intervention faces certain structural limits. Sim
ply summarized, these limits restrict state intervention to 
policies and programs that will not conflict in fundamen
tal ways with capitalist economic processes based on pri
vate profit, or with the concrete interests of the capitalist 
class during specific historical periods. 

" Negative selection mechanisms" are forms of state in
tervention that exclude innovations or activities that 
challenge the capitalist system (125, 126). For example, 
agencies of the state may enact occupational health legis
lation and enforcement regulations. However, such re
forms will never reach a level strict enough to interfere 
with profitability in specific industries. Nor will state 
ownership of industries responsible for occupational or 
environmental diseases occur to any major degree (135). 

Negative selection also applies to the potential na tion
alization of the health system as a whole. In most capital
ist societies, the state generally has opposed structural 
changes that infringe on private medical practice; private 
control of most hospitals; and the profitability of the 
pharmaceutical, medical equipment, insurance, and other 
industries operating in the health system. While exclud
ing nationalization through nega tive selection, the state 
sponsors incremental reforms that control excesses in 
each of these spheres, thus maintaining the legitimacy of 
the whole. A s an example of negative selection, Congres
sional deliberations in the United States systematically 
exclude serious consideration of a national health service 
(as opposed to national health insurance) that might 
question the appropriateness of private medical practice 
or the nationalization of hospitals ( 152). Another exam
ple is governmental regulation of the drug and insurance 
industries; aside from its erratic effects, state regulation 
rules o ut public ownership of these industries. 

The state also can use "positive selection mechanjsms" 
that promote and sponsor policies strengthening the pri
vate enterprise system and the interests of capital ( 125, 
126). The positive selection of financial reforms like 
health insurance, for instance, contrasts sharply with the 
exclusion of organizational reforms that might change 
the broader political and economic structures of the pres
ent system (135). 
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Medical Ideology 

Ideology is an interlocking set of ideas and d octrines 
that form the distinctive perspective of a social group. 
Marx introduced a distinction between two levels of so
c ial structure. The "infrastructure," or "economic base," 
comprises the concrete relations of economic production; 
social class, as determined by ownership or control of the 
means of production, or both, is the primary feature of 
the infrastructure. On the other hand, the "superstruc
ture" includes governmental and legal institutions, as 
weU as the dominant ideologies of a specific historical 
period (39). The events of history, in the Marxist perspec
tive, emerge mainly from economic forces; this "econom
ic determinancy" gives causal primacy lo the sphere of 
production and class conflict. Thus, the economic infra
structure generally determines the specific features of the 
superstructure. Ideology and other parts of the super
structure, however, help sustain and reproduce the social 
relations of production and, especially, patterns of domi
nation (153, 154). Marxist analysts emphasize the subtle 
"ideologic hegemony" by which institutions of civil socie
ty (schools, church, family, and so forth) promulgate 
ideas and beliefs that support the established order ( 129, 
155); the "ideologic apparatuses" that the capitalist class 
uses to preserve state power (128); and the ideologic fea
tures of modem science that legitimate social policy deci
sions made by "experts" in the interests of the dominant 
class (156). 

Along with other institutions such as the educational 
system, family, mass media, and organized religion, med
icine promulgates an ideology that helps maintain and 
reproduce c lass structure and patterns of domination. 
Medicine's ideologic features in no way diminish the ef
forts of individuals who use currently accepted methods 
in their clinical work and research. Nevertheless, medical 
ideology, when analyzed as part of the broad social su
perstructure, has major social ramifications beyond medi
cine itself (157). Recent studies have identified several 
components of modern medical ideology. 

DISTURBANCES OF BIOLOGICAL HOM EOSTASIS ARE 

EQU rVALENTTO BREAKDOWNS OF MACHINES 

Modern medical science views the human organism 
mechanistically. The health professional 's advanced 
training permits the recognition of specific causes and 
treatments for physical disorders. The mechanistic view 
of the human body deflects attention from multifactorial 
origin, especially causes of disease that derive from the 
environment, work processes, or social stress. It also rein
forces a general ideology that attaches positive evaluacion 
to industrial technology under specialized control (5, 
135, 158, 159). 

DISEASE IS A PROBLE M OF THE lNDIVlDUAL HUMAN 

BE ING 

The unifactorial model of djsease contains reductionist 
assumptions, because it focuses on the individual rathe r 
than the illness-generating conditions of society. M ore 
recently, a similar reductionist approach has discovered 
sources of illness in lifestyle. rn both cases, the responsi-
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bility for disease and cure rests at the individual rather 
than the collective level. In this sense medical science 
offers no basic critical appraisal of class structure and 
relations of production, even in their implications for 
health and illness (135, 159). 

SCIENCE PERMITS THE RATIONAL CONTROL OF 

HUMAN BEINGS 

The natural sciences have led to a greater control over 
nature. Similarly, it is often assumed that modem medi
cine, by correcting defects of individuals, can enhance 
their controllability. The quest for a reliable work force 
has been one motivation for the support of modern medi
cine by capi talist economic interests (19, 26). Physicians' 
certification of illness historically has expanded or con
tracted to meet industry's need for labor ( 160, 161). 
Thus, medicine is seen as contributing to the rational 
governance of society, and managerial principles increas
ingly are applied to the organization of the health system 
( 113-115). 

MANY SPHERES OF LIFE ARE APPROPRlATE FOR 

M E DICAL MANAGEMENT 

This ideologic assumption has led to an expansion of 
medicine's social control function. Many behaviors that 
do not adhere to society's norms have become appropri
ate for management by health professionals. The ' 'medi
calization of deviance" and health workers' role as agents 
of social control have received critical attention (14, 64, 
162-166). The medical management of behavioral diffi
culties, such as hyperkinesis and aggression, often coin
cides with attempts to find specific biologic lesions associ
ated with these behaviors (167-171). Historically, medi
cine's social control function has expanded in periods of 
intense social protest or rapid social change ( 172). 

MEDICAL SCIENCE IS BOTH ESOTER IC AND 

EXCELLENT 

According to this ideologic principle, medical science 
involves a body of advanced knowledge and standards of 
excellence in both research and practice. Because scientif
ic knowledge is esoteric, a group of professionals tend to 
bold elite positions. Lacking this knowledge, ordinary 
people a re dependent on professionals for interpretation 
of medical data. The health system therefore reproduces 
patterns of domination by "expert" decision makers in 
the workplace, government, and many other areas of so
cial life ( 173, 174). The ideology of excellence helps justi
fy these patterns, although the quality of much medical 
research and prac tice is far from excellent; this contradic
tion recently has been characterized as "the excellence 
deception•· in medicine ( 175). lronicalJy, a similar ideolo
gy of excellence has justified the emergence of new class 
hierarchies based on expertise in some countries, such as 
the Soviet Union, that have undergone socialist revolu
tions. Other countries, such as the People's Republic of 
C hina, have tried to overcome these ideologic assump
tions and develop a less esoteric "people's medicine" 
(176). 

Studies of medical ideology have focused on public 



statements by leaders of the profession (in professional 
journals or the mass media), as well as state and corpo
rate officials whose organizations regulate or sponsor 
medical activities ( 177). However, health professionals 
also express ideologic messages in their face-to-face inter
ac lion with patients (160, 163). The transmission of ideo
logic messages within doctor-patient interaction current
ly is the subject of empirical research (I 78-180). 

Comparative International Health Systems 

Marxist studies have focused on three topics in this 
area: imperialism, the transition to socialism, and contra
dictions of capitalist reform. 

H EALTH CARE AND IMPERIALISM 

Imperialism may be defined as capital's expansion be
yond national boundaries, as weU as the social, political, 
and economic effects of this expansion. Imperialism has 
achieved many advantages for economically dominant 
nations. Marxist critiques have dealt with imperialist ven
tures of both advanced capitalist countries and socialist 
superpowers (especially the "social imperialism" of the 
USSR) (28, 181, 182). Health care has played an impor
tant role in several phases of imperialism. 

One basic feature of imperialism is the extraction of 
raw materials and human capital, which move from 
Third World nations to economically dominant coun
tries. Navarro (183) has analyzed how the "underdevel
opment of health'" in the Third World follows inevitably 
from this depletion of natural and human resources. The 
extract.ion of wealth limits underdeveloped countries' 
ability to construct effective health systems. Many Third 
World countries face a net loss of health workers who 
migrate to economically dominant nations after expen
sive training at home. Workers abroad who are employed 
by multinational corporations also face high risks of oc
cupational disease (184). 

By imperialism, corporations seek a cheap labor force. 
Workers' efficiency was one important goal of publ ic 
health programs sponsored abroad, especially in Latin 
America and Asia, by philanthropies closely tied to ex
panding industries in the United States (26, 27). More
over, population-control programs initiated by the Unit
ed States and other dominant countries have sought a 
more reliable participation by women in the labor force 
( 185, 186). 

One thrust of imperialism is the creation of new mar
kets for products manufactured in dominant nations and 
sold in the Third World. This process, enhancing the ac
cumulation of capital by multinational corporations, is 
nowhere c learer than in the pharmaceutical and medical 
equipment industries (88, 89). The monopolistic charac
ter of these industries, as well as the stultifying impact 
that imported technology has exerted on local research 
and development, has led to the advocacy of nationalized 
drug and equipment formularies in several countries 
(187, 188). 

lrnperialism reinforces international class relations, 
and medic ine contributes to this phenomenon (54, 189). 
As in the United States, medical professionals in the 

Third World most often come from higher-income fami
lies. Even when they do not, they frequently view medi
cine as a route of upward mobility. As a result, medical 
professionals tend to ally themselves with the capitalist 
class-the " national bourgeoisie"-ofThird World coun
tries. They also frequently support cooperative links be
tween the local capitalist class and business interests in 
economically dominant countries. The class position of 
health professionals bas led them to resist social change 
that would threaten current class structure, either nation
ally or internationally. Similar patterns have emerged in 
some postrevolutionary societies. In the USSR, profes
sionals' new class position, based on expertise, has caused 
them to act as a relatively conservative group in periods 
of social change (28). E li tist tendencies in the postrevolu
tionary Cuban profession also have received c riticism 
from Marxist analysts (190, 191). Studies of several coun
tries have analyzed the relation among class, imperialism, 
and professional resistance to change (I JO, I JI, 190-195). 

Frequently imperialism has involved direct military 
conquest; recently health workers have assumed military 
or paramilitary roles in Indochina and Northern Africa 
(196-198). Health institutions also have taken part as bas
es for counterinsurgency and intelligence operations in 
Latin America and Asia (199). 

HBALTR CARE AND THE TRANSITlON TO SOClALISM 

The number of nations undergoing socialist revolutions 
has increased dramatically in recent years, particularly in 
Asia and Africa but also in parts of Latin America, the 
Caribbean, and Southern Europe. Socialism is no pana
cea. Numerous problems have arisen in all countries that 
have experienced socialist revolutions. The contradic
tions that have emerged in most postrevolutionary coun
tries are deeply troubling to Marxists; these contradic
tions have been the subject of intensive analysis and de
bate. 

On the other hand, socialism can produce major modi
fications in health-system organization, nutrition, sanita
tion, housing, and other services. These changes can lead, 
through a sometimes complex chain of events, to remark
able improvements in health. The morbidity and mortali
ty trends that followed socialist revolutions in such coun
tries as Cuba and China now are well known (190, 191, 
200-207). The transition to socialism in every case has 
resulted in reorganization of the health system, empha
sizing better distribution of health care facilities and per
sonnel. Local political groups in the commune, neighbor
hood, or workplace have assumed responsibility for 
health education and preventive medicine programs. 
C lass struggle continues throughout the transition to so
cialism. During Chile's brief period of socialist govern
ment, many professionals resisted democratization of 
health institutions and supported the capitalist class tha t 
previously and subsequently ruled the country (130, 131, 
192-195). Countries such as China and Cuba eliminated 
the major source of social class: the private ownership of 
the means of production. However, as mentioned previ
ously, new class relations began to emerge that were 
based on differential expertise. Health professionals re-
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ceived larger salaries a nd mainta ined higher levels of 
prestige and authorit,y. One focus of the Chinese C ultural 
Revolution was the struggle against the new class of ex
perts that had gained power in the health system and 
elsewhere in the society (56, 202). Other countries. in
cluding Cuba, have not confronted these new class rela
tions as explici tly (191). 

Improved health care remains linked to the general 
level of economic developmen t. Jn some African nations, 
for instance, severe poverty hampers organizational and 
programmatic changes. Countries like Tanzania and Mo
zambique have undertaken health planning that ties gen
eral economic developmenl to innovations in health care 
(208-211 ). 

CONTRADICTIONS OF CAPITALIST REFORM 

Although they retain the essential features of t heir cap
italist economic systems, several nations in Europe and 
North America have instituted major reforms in their 
health systems. Some reforms have produced beneficial 
effects that policy makers view as possible models for the 
United States. Recent Marxist studies, allhough acknowl
edging many improvements, have revealed troublesome 
contradictions that seem inherent in reforms attempted 
within capitalist systems. These studies· conclusions are 
not optimistic about the success of proposed reforms in 
the United States. 

Great Britain's national health service has auracted 
great interest. Serious problems have balanced many of 
the undeniable benefits that the British health service has 
achieved. Chief among these problems is the professional 
and corporate dominance that has persis ted since the 
service's inception. Decision-making bodies contain large 
proportions of professional specialists, bankers, and cor
porate executives, many of whom have direct or indirect 
links wich pharmaceutical and medical equipment indus
tries (75, 110). 

The private-public contradiction, discussed earlier, has 
remained a source of conflict in severa l countries that 
have established national health services or universal in
surance programs. Use o r public facilities for private 
practice has generated criticism focusing on public subsi
dization of the private sector. ln Britain, for example, 
this concern (along with mor e general organizational 
problems that impeded comprehensive care) was a pri
mary motivation for the recent reorganization of the na
tional health service ( I 10). rn Chile, the attempt to re
duce the use of public fac ilities for private practice led to 
crippling opposition from the organized medical profes
sion (130, 131, 194). The private-public contradiction 
will continue to create conflict and limit progress when 
countries institute national health services while preserv
ing a strong private sector. 

The limits of state intervention also have become clear
er from the examples of Quebec and Sweden. Both have 
tried to establish far-reaching programs of health insur
ance, while preserving private practice and corporate 
dealings in pharmaceuticals and medical equipment. Re
cent s tudies have shown the inevitable constraints or such 
reforms. Maldistribution of faci lities and personnel have 
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persisted, and costs have remained high. The accomplish· 
men ts of Quebec's and Sweden's reforms cannot pass be
yond the state's responsibility for protecting private en
terprise (l 36, 212). This observation leads to skepticism 
about health reforms in the United States that rely on 
private market tnechanisms and that do not chaJJenge the 
broader structures within which the health system is situ
ated (64, 213). 

Historical Materialist Epidemiology 

Historical. materialist epidemiology is a rapidly grow
ing field in Marxist studies of health care. Its antecedents 
derive from the classic research of Engels { l), Virchow 
(3, 4), and the nineteenth-century school of social medi
cine in E urope. Simply defined, historical materialist epi.
demiology relates patterns of death and disease to the 
political, economic, and socia l structures of society (214-
216). The field emphasizes changing historical patterns of 
d isease and the specific material circumstances under 
which people live and work. These studies try to tran
scend the individual level of analysis to find how histori
cal social forces, at least in part , determine health and 
disease. 

SOCIAL CLASS AND ECONOMIC CYCLES 

Considerable evidence indicates that the incidence and 
prevalence of mental illness closely follows periods of 
economic growth or recession. The relations are complex 
and differ by social class (217). Recent studies also have 
linked economic cycles, particularly those that involve 
expanding or contracting employment, to general mortal
ity and morbidity trends among various social classes and 
age groups (218, 219). 

STRESS AND SOCIAL ORGANIZATION 

Previo us interest in stress usually has focused on the 
individua l life cycle or family unit. H istorical materialjst 
epid emiology shifts the level of analysis to stressful forms 
of social organization connected to capitalist production 
and industrialization (220). Hypenension rates, for ex
ample, consistently have increased with t.he disruption of 
stable social communities and organization of work that 
is hierarchically controlled and time pressured. These ob
servations apply to countries that have followed capitalist 
lines of development and socialist countries that have in
dustrialized rapidly (221, 222). Similar investigations of 
coronary heart disease (223, 224), cancer (225), suicide 
(226), and anxiety (227) currently are in progress. 

WORK ANO PROFIT 

Marxist studies in occupational health emphasize the 
contradic tions between profitability and improved health 
condjtions in capitalist industries ( 184, 228). Specific re
search has clarified the illness-generating conditions of 
the workplace and profit system with reference to disease 
entities such as asbestos and mesothelioma (83), compli
cations of vinyl chloride (123), drug abuse (229, 230), and 
accidents (231), On the other hand, observations of occu
pational health practices in socialist countries have 
shown lhat rapid improvements are possible when private 
profit is removed as a disincentive to change (l 76, 232). 



SBXISM 

Studies in this area focus on the interplay among sex, 
class structure, and work processes. The varying work 
experiences of women and men are reJated to their mor
tality rates and life expectancy (233, 234). Historically, 
women's use of health facilities and the attitudes of medi
cal practitioners toward women's health problems have 
depended largely on women's class positions (161). This 
conclusion is especially evident from the history of the 
birth control movement (235), psychiatric diagnosis 
(236), and gynecologic surgery (237). The unique health 
hazards and dHticulties that women face as housewives 
(238) and paid workers (239, 240) currently are attract
ing greater attention. 

One unifying theme in this field is modem medicine's 
limitations (15). Traditional epidemiology bas searched 
for causes of morbidity and mortality that are amenable 
to medical intervention. Although i.t acknowledges the 
importance of traditional techniques, historical material
ist epidemiology has found causes of disease and death 
that derive from broad social structures beyond the reach 
of health care alone. 

Health Praxis 

Marxist research conveys another basic message: that 
research is not enough. "Praxis," as proposed throughout 
the history of Marxist scholarship, is the disciplined unit
ing of thought and practice, study and action (129). It is 
important to consider political strategy, especially as it 
concerns the health system of the United States. 

CONTRADICTIONS OF PATCHING 

Health workers concerned about progressive social 
change face difficult dilemmas in their day-to-day work. 
Clients' problems often have roots in the social system. 
Examples abound: drug addicts and alcoholics who pre
fer numbness to the pain of unemployment and inade
quate housing; persons with occupational diseases that 
require treatment but will worsen upon return to illness
generating work conditions; people with stress-related 
cardiovascular disease; elderly or disabled people who 
need periodic medical certification to obtain welfare ben
efits that are barely adequate; prisoners who develop ill
ness because of prison conditions (64, 241). Health work
ers usually feel obliged to respond to the expressed needs 
of these and many similar clients. 

In doing so, however, health workers engage in 
"patching." On the individual level, patching usually per
mits clients to keep functioning in a social system that is 
often the source of the problem. At the societal level, the 
cumulative effect of these interchanges is the patching of 
a social system whose patterns of oppression frequently 
cause disease and personal unhappiness. The medical 
model that teaches health workers to serve individual pa
tients deflects attention from this difficult and frightening 
dilemma (64). 

The contradictions of patching have no simple resolu
tion. Clearly health workers cannot deny services to cli
ents, even when these services pennit clients' continued 
participation in illness-generating social structures. On 

the other hand, it is important to draw this connection 
between social issues and personal troubles (242). Health 
praxis should link clinical activities to efforts aimed di
rectly at basic sociopolitical change. Marxist analysis has 
cla.rified some fruitful directions of political strategy. 

REFORMIST VERSUS NONREFORMIST REFORM 

When oppressive social conditions exist, reforms to im
prove them seem reasonable. However, the history of re
form in capitalist countries has shown that reforms most 
often follow social protest, make incremental improve
ments that do not change overall patterns of oppression, 
and face cutbacks when protest recedes. Health praxis 
includes a careful study of reform proposals and the ad
vocacy of reforms that will have a progressive impact. 

A distinction developed by Gorz (243) clarifies this 
problem. "Reformist reforms" provide small material im
provements while leaving intact current political and eco
nomic structures. These reforms may reduce discontent 
for periods of time, while helping to preserve the system 
in its present form: " A reformist reform is one which 
subordinates objectives to the criteria of rationality and 
practicability of a given system and policy .... [It] rejects 
those objectives and demands- however deep the need 
for them-which are incompatible with the preservation 
of the system." "Nonreforrnist reforms" achieve true and 
lasting changes in the present system's structures of pow
er and finance. Rather than obscuring sources of exploi
tation by smaJl incremental improvements, nonreformist 
reforms expose and highlight structural inequities. Such 
reforms ultimately increase frustration and political ten
sion in a society; they do not seek to reduce these sources 
of political energy. As Gorz (243) puts it: " .. . although 
we should not reject intermediary reforms ... , it is with 
the strict proviso that they are to be regarded as a means 
and not an end, as dynamic phases in a progressive strug
gle, not as stopping places." From this viewpoint health 
workers can try to discern which current health reform 
proposals are reformist and which are nonreformist . 
They also can take active advocacy roles, s upporting the 
latter and opposing the former. Although the distinction 
is seldom easy, it has received detailed analysis with ref
erence to specific proposals (64, 83, 107, 213, 244). 

Reformist reforms would not change the overall struc
ture of the health system in any basic way. For example, 
national health insurance chiefly would create changes in 
financing, rather than in the organization of the health 
system. This reform may reduce the financial crises of 
some patients; it would help assure payment for health 
professionals and hospitals. On the other hand. national 
health insurance wilJ do very little to control profit for 
medical industries or to correct problems of maldistribut
ed health facilities and personnel. Its incremental ap
proach and reliance on private market processes would 
protect the same economic and professional interests that 
currently dominate the health system (64, 83, 213). 

Other examples of reformist reforms are health mainte
nance organizations, prepaid group practice, medical 
foundations, and professional standards review organiza
tions (64, 213). With rare exceptions that are organized 
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as consumer cooperatives, these innovations preserve 
professional dominance in health care (245). There have 
been few incentives to improve existing patterns of ma l
distributed services. Moreover, large private corporations 
have entered this field rapidly, sponsoring profit-making 
health maintenance organizations and marketing techno
logic aids for peer review (81 ). 

Until recently, support for a national health service in 
the United States has been rare. For several years, how
ever, Marxist analysts have worked with members of 
Congress in drafting preliminary proposals for a national 
health service (152). These proposals, if enacted, wo uld 
be progressive in several ways. They promise to place 
s tringenl limitations on private profi t in the health sector. 
Most large hea lth institutions graduaUy would come un
der state o wnership . Centralized health planning would 
combine with po licy input from local counc ils to foster 
responsiveness a nd limit professional dominance. Fina nc
ing by progressive taxalion is designed explicitly to bene
fit low-income patients. Periods of required practice in 
underserved areas would address the problem of maldis
tribution. The eventual development of a national drug 
and medical equipment formulary promises to c urtail 
monopoly capital in the health sector. 

Although these proposals face dim political prospects, 
support is growing. For instance, the Governing Council 
of the American Public Health Association has passed 
two resolutions supporting the concept of a national 
health service that would be community based and fi
nanced by progressive taxation (246, 247). This reform 
contains contradictions that probably would generate 
frustration a nd pressure for change. In particular, these 
proposals would permit the continuation of private prac
tice and, therefore, the inequities o f the private-public 
dichotomy. Yet because a national health service pro
vides a model for a more responsively organized system, 
advocacy of this reform seems a key part of health praxis 
(207). 

HEA LTH CA RE AND POLITICAL STRUGGLE 

Fundamental social cha nge, however, comes not from 
legis lation but from direct political action. C urrently, co
a litio ns of community residents and health workers are 
trying to gain control over the governing bodies of health 
institutions that affect them (1 11, 117-120). Unionization 
activity and minority group organizing in health institu
tions are exerting pressure to modify previous patterns of 
s tratification (248-252). 

Gaining control of the state through a revolutionary 
parry remains a central strategic problem for activists 
st ruggling for the advent of socialism (124). Party build
ing now is taking place throughout the United States. 
Advocates of a "vanguard party" believe that historically 
all successful revolutions have resulted from the efforts of 
a smaJI vanguard who hold consistent ideology and at
tract mass support during periods of political and eco
nomic upheaval. Activists adopting the vanguard ap
proach frequently take j obs as lower-echelo n health 
workers; they recruit members during unionization ef
forts and oppose cutbacks in jobs and health services. 
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Supporters of a "mass party" argue that mass organizing 
must precede rather than follow the development of a 
coherent ideology; therefore, political energies should go 
toward building alliances that embrace a spectrum of an
ticapitalist views. Mass party organizers work toward 
community-worker control over local health programs, 
occupational health and safety, women's health issues, 
minority recruitment into medicine, and electoral cam
paigns for improved health services (254). 

Recognizing the impact of medical ideology has moti
vated attempts to demystify current ideologic patterns 
and develop alternatives. This "counterhegemonic" work 
ofte n involves opposition to the social control function of 
medicine in such areas as drug addiction, genetic screen
ing, contraception and sterilization abuse, psychosurgery, 
and wo men's health care. A network of alternative health 
programs bas emerged that tries to develop self-care and 
nonhierarchical, anticapitalist forms of practice; these 
ventures then would provide models of progressive health 
work when future political change permits their wider 
accepta nce (255-259). 

In a nti-imperialist o rganizing, several groups have as
sisted persecuted health workers and have spoken out 
against medical complicity in torture ( 130, I 3 1, 260). 
Health and science workers also have used historical ma
terialist epidemiology in occupational health projects and 
unionization struggles. 

A common criticism of the Marxist perspective is that 
it presents many problems with few solutions. Recent ad
vances in this field, h owever, have clarified some useful 
direct ions of polit ical strategy. This struggle will be a 
protracted one and will involve action on many fronts . 
The present holds little room for complaisance or mis
guided optimism. Our future health system, as well as the 
social o rder of which it will be a part, depends largely on 
the praxis we choose now. 
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